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DUO
ECE Group: I
Weight: 9 to 18 kg
Age: approx. 8 months to 4 years
Material: Available in Angel & Driver

Angel & Driver with ACSR
B6 686 8205 £295.00

KID
ECE Group: II, III
Weight: 15 to 36 kg
Age: approx. 3.5 to 12 years
Material: Available in Angel & Driver

and Daimler Square

Angel & Driver without ACSR
B6 686 8308 £116.00

Angel & Driver with ACSR
B6 686 8309 £158.00

Daimler Square without ACSR
B6 686 8302 £137.00

Daimler Square with ACSR
B6 686 8303 £184.00

Integrated child 
safety seat (IKS)
ECE Group: I (with safety table), II, III
Weight: 12.5 to 36 kg
Age: approx. 2 to 12 years
Material: Cover and table available

in Angel & Driver

Angel & Driver (IKS safety table)
B6 687 0088 £44.00

Angel & Driver (IKS protective cover)
B6 687 0089 £34.00

Pg 6 Pg 8 Pg 10

Introduction Welcome to the Mercedes-Benz collection of child seats. We have designed an exclusive choice of seats to ensure that

your passengers enjoy the Mercedes-Benz experience as much as you do.

 



Endurance test: Our child safety seats are examined thoroughly in our own crash tests.

Sitting safely When you buy a Mercedes-Benz you naturally expect the highest standards of safety. After all, that is one of the key

elements of our brand. When it comes to junior passengers, you can therefore rely on us to make sure they are as safe as

possible. That’s why our child seats are specifically designed for your Mercedes-Benz.
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Tested by Mercedes-Benz

Together with the seat belts and safety of your

Mercedes-Benz, our child safety seats form an

optimal protection system. To guarantee this, they

have to pass the most stringent laboratory and

crash tests – our own. Whether you’re buying

DUO, KID or accessories for the integrated child

safety seat, you can be sure of the highest possible

degree of safety and workmanship. All our seats

are also extremely comfortable and are covered

with durable, easy-care materials.

Innovative and safe: ACSR and ISOFIX

One result of our continuous development work is

the innovative Automatic Child Seat Recognition

system – ACSR for short. With the aid of special

sensors, your vehicle recognises if a child safety

seat with ACSR is fitted on the passenger seat.

The passenger front airbag is then automatically

deactivated to prevent the risk of injuring the

child in the event of a collision.

ISOFIX is an international standard fastening

system for child safety seats that offers one-click

safety. It operates independently of the vehicle’s

safety belts by having hooks that snap into metal

eyelets on the vehicle seats.

ACSR and ISOFIX are standard features with our

DUO seats. ACSR is optional with our KID seat.

Child safety seats that exceed expectations

Did you know that the risk of injury and death in

an accident is seven times higher for children who

are not strapped in? That is why child safety seats

are mandatory by law in many countries.

Our child safety seats are tailor-made for your

Mercedes-Benz and are perfectly suited to the

physique of children in the age groups for which

they are intended. For example, our baby seats

provide special protection for the neck because a

baby’s head makes up a quarter of its body weight,

compared to only 18% for an adult. 

 



DUO
approx. 8 months to 4 years
(9 to 18 kg)

DUO is an ideal child safety seat for Mercedes-Benz passengers aged between 8 months and 4 years. With Automatic

Child Seat Recognition (ACSR) and ISOFIX as standard, it features the best safety equipment.
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Safe, comfortable and tough

The DUO harness system provides a safe travelling

experience. The shoulder belt padding is designed

as a force limiter to reduce the pressure on the

child’s head and neck should you be involved in a

severe accident. In addition, DUO lets your child

enjoy the comfort you would expect from

Mercedes-Benz. For example, an angle adjustment

makes napping more comfortable.

The seat comes with colourful ‘Angel and Driver’

covers made from durable and easy-to-clean

breathable fabric.

DUO can be used with both ISOFIX and 

your Mercedes’ 3-point seat belt.

An overview of the advantages:
P Equipped with ACSR and ISOFIX

P Harness system with force limiter

P Angle adjustment

‘Angel & Driver’ design.



KID
approx. 31/2 to 12 years
(15 to 36 kg)

As your child grows so does the KID child safety seat. The height of the backrest can be adjusted to fit your child exactly.
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KID manages everything

The KID child seat fits easily into your 

Mercedes-Benz using the 3-point seat belt.

By adjusting the seat height, you can ensure the

shoulder strap is in the right position for your

child. Belt guides on the side also make sure that

the hip belt sits in the right place, i.e. not across

your child’s stomach.

The comfortable height-adjustable backrest can be

used with children up to the age of 12. And to

ensure your child is comfortable all the time, KID

has a sitting and sleeping position, plus additional

side support for head and body.

If you want to use KID in the front passenger seat,

it can be fitted with Automatic Child Seat

Recognition. This will prevent the front passenger

airbag from inflating in an accident, removing the

risk of airbag injury.

An overview of the advantages:
P With additional side support for

head and body

P Height-adjustable backrest

P With sitting and sleeping position

P Optionally available with ACSR

‘Daimler Square’ design.



Integrated child 
safety seat (IKS)
approx. 2 to 12 years
(12.5 to 36 kg)

If your Mercedes-Benz has integrated child safety seats, you can purchase two useful accessories. One is a safety table

that provides additional protection to the head and neck for children aged 2 to 4 years. The other is a protective cover

that’s hard-wearing and easy to wash.
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Fold out, fold away

Two child safety seats can be integrated into the

rear seats of your Mercedes-Benz saloon or estate,

either as a retrofit or as an optional extra. Because

they are permanently installed, you’ll know they

are always there if you need them – for your own

children or for those of friends and family.

Suitable for children weighing from 15 to 36 kg

(approximately 4 to 12 years of age). They simply

fold away when not needed. 

Protective cover and safety table for IKS.

Optional extras

A safety table provides extra protection for the

head and neck area of young passengers aged

between 2 and 4. It is simple to attach using the 

3-point seat belt. 

You can also purchase a protective cover made

from head-wearing, easy-care material. Its padded

sides also give your child additional support.

Can be ordered as extras: Integrated child
safety seats (IKS).

An overview of the advantages:
P Safety table to protect head and 

neck area

P Protective cover to prevent soiling 

and for better side support

‘Angel & Driver’ design.



With regard to the information in this brochure, product changes may have occurred since going to press on 01.01.2005. During the delivery period, construction or form alterations, 
deviations in the colour shading as well as changes to the scope of deliveries are at the option of the manufacturer insofar as the changes or deviations are reasonable for the purchaser, 

taking the interests of the seller into consideration. If the seller or manufacturer use symbols or numbers to describe the order or for the ordered object of purchase, no rights can be derived 
from this alone. The illustrations can also contain accessories or special fittings that do not belong to the standard scope of supplies. Colour deviations are print-related. 

So please ask your Mercedes-Benz retailer about the status of these regulations and their effects. Prices subject to change without notification.

DaimlerChrysler UK Ltd, Tongwell, Milton Keynes. ASM/651/1204

 


